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Aria Davis

Very nice people to work with. Highly professional and not the pushy sales agents like other stores. I bought a refrigerator and the associate told me about all the different models in the price range needed, as well as the size. They delivered the new one and hauled out the old one. I love that they made sure the new one was installed properly and functioning before leaving. Reccomend!
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Ronald J. Petrosky

The only place in this area to buy appliances, knowledgeable, friendly, not pushy, know their products and are there after the sale when it's really important.
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Jim Beebe

Very helpful.  Had parts i needed in stock amd fairly priced.
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Robert Mcfarland

Tim the sales man was the bomb.He was very patient with all of our questions.And he had very good knowledge about the equipment.I will be going back in the future for my appliance needs.
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Hector Serrano Jr

I've  gone to them for parts and for appliances throughout the years and like the service and help I  get.
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Frank Pillsbury

I am thankful that Mainiero's is here! There are not very many brick and mortar stores like this left. They have a great selection of parts and were able to get me the parts I needed to get my 25+ year old washer running again. Thank you!
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Nick Weyman

This place is the best. A nice, clean,  family appliance store with prices better than the big box stores! Thanks for help.
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Karen Amaranto

My family has been buying all our appliances from Maineros for 30 years. Information for purchasing is accurate and customer service is outstanding! Recently an air conditioner we purchased there stopped working after 3 years. They contacted the company for us and got an authorization to replace it under the  warranty. They did all the work. Thankyou Maineros!
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Roger Garrison

Had to order a part, next day part was in and had it on counter waiting for me. Staff was very courteous!
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Nadine Leeds

They were very helpful and even went online for me to check the price at Lowe's as a comparison
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Grills
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Appliance Parts & Service



Shop Now











     


 
 
We offer exceptional products at competitive prices
 
Stop in and see us, or shop our website!
 
Visit Our Store
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            Welcome to our site! We have a very large selection of items here. These items are ever changing which makes it difficult for a company of our size to record and playback descriptions of every item. However, if you happen to have a disability, we’d still like to help you. Please feel free to call our disability services phone line (856) 692-7900 during regular business hours. Qualified employees will be happy to assist with whatever help you may require. These qualified persons will also be willing to review and explain our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. This service is completely free of charge so if this is something you require, please utilize this!

        

    






            
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
            